Application of Raman spectroscopy for on-line monitoring of low dose blend uniformity.
On-line Raman spectroscopy was used to evaluate the effect of blending time on low dose, 1%, blend uniformity of azimilide dihydrochloride. An 8 qt blender was used for the experiments and instrumented with a Raman probe through the I-bar port. The blender was slowed to 6.75 rpm to better illustrate the blending process (normal speed is 25 rpm). Uniformity was reached after 20 min of blending at 6.75 rpm (135 revolutions or 5.4 min at 25 rpm). On-line Raman analysis of blend uniformity provided more benefits than traditional thief sampling and off-line analysis. On-line Raman spectroscopy enabled generating data rich blend profiles, due to the ability to collect a large number of samples during the blending process (sampling every 20s). In addition, the Raman blend profile was rapidly generated, compared to the lengthy time to complete a blend profile with thief sampling and off-line analysis. The on-line Raman blend uniformity results were also significantly correlated (p-value < 0.05) to the HPLC uniformity results of thief samples.